An oligonucleotide inhibits oligomerization of a rolling circle initiator protein at the pT181 origin of replication.
A large number of plasmids have been shown to replicate by a rolling circle (RC) mechanism. The initiators encoded by these plasmids have origin-specific, nicking-closing activity that is required for the initiation and termination of RC replication. Since the initiators of many RC plasmids are rate-limiting for replication, these proteins are usually inactivated after supporting one round of replication. In the case of the pT181 plasmid, inactivation of the initiator RepC protein occurs by the attachment of an oligonucleotide to its active tyrosine residue. We have generated the inactivated form of RepC, termed RepC*, in vitro and investigated the effects of attachment of the oligonucleotide on its various biochemical activities. Our results demonstrate that while RepC* is inactive in nicking-closing and replication activities due to the blockage of its active tyrosine residue, it is competent in origin DNA binding and DNA religation activities. We have investigated the oligomeric state of RepC and RepC* and found that RepC exists as a dimer in solution and can oligomerize on the DNA. We have generated heterodimers in vitro between the wild-type and epitope-tagged RepC proteins. In electrophoretic mobility shift experiments, the initiator heterodimers generated a novel DNA-protein complex, demonstrating that it binds to DNA as a dimer. We have shown that a DNA binding mutant of RepC can be targeted to the origin in the presence of the wild-type protein primarily through a protein-protein interaction. Interestingly, RepC* is defective in its ability to oligomerize on the DNA. RepC* inhibited the DNA binding and replication activity of wild-type RepC to only a very limited extent, suggesting that it may play only a minor regulatory role in replication in vivo. Based on these and earlier results, we propose a model for the role of RepC during the initiation and termination of pT181 RC replication.